Genes, Peoples and Languages
The family tree relating human populations corresponds to another
relating the languages of the world. Both trees imply a series
of migrations; the biological evidence indicates a homeland in Africa
by Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza
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ative genes are frequent in Europe, in
frequent in Africa and West Asia, and
virtually absent in East Asia and among
the aboriginal populations of America
and Australia [see map on next page].
One can estimate degrees of relat
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ered in a seven-year study undertak
en in a collaborative effort between my
laboratory at Stanford University and
that of Kenneth K. and Judith R. Kidd
of the genetics department at Yale Uni
versity. Although such data are in many
respects of higher quality than those
based on gene products, so far they
cover only one one-hundredth as many
populations. In every comparison we
have made thus far, however, the mo
lecular data agree excellently with the
classical data.

O

ur first result supports a con
clusion that has emerged from
studies of human physical and

cultural remains: an African origin of
our species. We found that the genetic
distances between Africans and non
Africans exceed those found in other
intercontinental comparisons. This re
sult is exactly what one would expect if
the African separation was the first
and oldest in the human family tree.
The genetic distance between Afri
cans and non-Africans is roughly twice
that between Australians and Asians,
and the latter is more than twice that
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GENE MAP shows the Rh-negative factor to be most common among the Basques
and less common further west. Such data suggest that the Basques preserve ves
tiges of an early European population that later mixed with newcomers from Asia.
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gested by paleoanthropology are in sim
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themselves.
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es in gene frequencies. Whereas we hy
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she should be more ancient: the two
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had drifted apart at constant rates, the

dates refer to different events-the birth

ings became available to us only when

Wilson group hypothesized that their

of an individual woman and the split

our analysis was nearing completion,

mitochondrial genes had mutated at

ting apart of a population to which she

but they confirmed our findings in all

constant rates. Because of the nature of
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atively small number of genes encoded

for a mitochondrial tree than for a nu

the label " Eve" for this woman. In fact,

in the DNA of the mitochondria, cellu

clear one. One need merely compare

we have no evidence that there ever

lar organelles that metabolize energy.
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was a time when only a single woman
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lived on the earth. Many other wom

ied such genes, but the late Allan C.
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Wilson and his colleagues at the Uni
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versity of California at Berkeley devel
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oped methodologies having higher res
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showed more differentiation in Africa
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than anywhere else. That finding indi
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originated in Africa about 2.5 million
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years ago and that fossil evidence of
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Mitochondrial genes differ from those

in Africa-that is, it can be traced to a
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single African woman. In addition, the

pears only around 100,000 years ago,
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workers were able to date the branch

in Africa or near it, not all of them ac

tions from the father and the mother,

ing points of the tree by comparing

cept the "out of Africa" theory. One
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DNA from humans and chimpanzees,

group maintains that modern humans

to offspring almost exclUSively by the

whose lineages were known to have di

emerged at a much earlier time and

mother. This simple mode of inheri

verged about five million years ago.

in many Old World populations all at

tance makes mitochondrial genes very

Their tree thus calibrated, the Wilson

once [see "The Emergence of Modern
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GENES AND STONES tell similar stories. The earliest genetic

plies two routes of migration from Africa to Asia

tree

tails of the routes are speculative. Archaeological estimates

(red) is proj ected onto a map; the ends have been placed
in current homelands (red dots). More recent genetic work im-

de

of first-settlement dates appear beside migration routes.

had already occurred when humans ex

Humans," by Christopher B. Stringer;

graphic success must have stemmed in

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, December 1990].

the main from cultural developments,

panded from Asia to the Americas-an

Not only have we traced the earliest

which for the prehistoric period must

event that had to await a time when the

modern humans to Africa, we have also

be inferred from the archaeological

Bering Strait was dry and the climate

recovered evidence of a series of mi

record. This record-bones and stone

mild enough to permit passage by land.

gratory waves. This pattern tells much

implements, for the most part-shows

The settlement of Australia and the Pa

about the origin of existing popula

that Africa was indeed the original

cific islands must also have been ac

tions. Moreover, the interplay of our

homeland of hominids. From there, mi

complished only recently, after the mas

work with that of linguists and archae

grations must have proceeded from

tery of marine navigation.

ologists promises to uncover still more

Africa to Asia via the isthmus of Suez

Australia appears to have been set

detailed information.

and, later, from Asia to Europe. These

tled by migrants from Southeast Asia

regions were settled by hominids by

at least 40,000 years ago and perhaps

perhaps a million years ago.

In general, migratory processes re
once as pressures and opportunities.

The next stage is harder to recov

10,000 to 20,000 years earlier than
that. Archaeologists are divided, howev

At many times, humans and their ho

er because it depends on the time at

er, on the first entry into the Americas.

minid progenitors have been able to in

which one imagines modern humans

So far the first fully convincing signs of

crease in numbers greatly and thus

emerged from the hominid stock . In

humans in Alaska are dated to about

to expand geographically. Such demo-

any case, it is clear that this emergence

15,000 years ago. There seem to be ear-

flect changes that may be viewed at
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lier dates for sites in South America.

Correlation of Peoples and Lan�ages

The estimates therefore range from
15,000 to 35,000 years ago. Our nucle
ar genetic data suggest the settlement

GENETICS

began around 30,000 years ago.
Europe has been swept by many mi
gratory waves, but vestiges of the earli

�----------------------------,,
-----------------------------�
/'

est settlement remain. A key to the puz
zle was suggested in 1954 by Arthur E .
Mourant, then at the Medical Research
Council Population Genetics Laborato
ry in London, one of the first students
of "gene geography." He hypothesized
that the Basques (a population in north
ern Spain and southwestern France)
were the oldest inhabitants of Europe
and that they had conserved some of
the pristine genetic constitution despite
contacts with later immigrants. The the
ory is supported by data on the Rh-neg
ative gene: the Basques have a higher
frequency for the gene than any other
population in the world. Work on many
other genes confirms the hypothesis,
as do studies of the profound linguis
tic differences between the Basque lan
guage and those of neighboring peoples.
Indeed,

a recent analysis of how

genes vary from one part of Europe to
the next suggested a model of how all
of Europe was settled. This model holds
that early Neolithic farmers brought
their genes, culture and Indo-Europe
an languages from the Middle East to
Europe in a process of slow expansion
[see "The Origins of Indo-European
Languages," by Colin Renfrew; SCIEN
TITlC AMERICAN, October 1989l. Because
the Basques' forebears lived at the far
end of that migratory path, they pre
sumably underwent the least genetic
admixture with the farmers.
It should be noted that one can
only hope to recover a pattern of set
tlement that reflects successful migra
tions. There might have been failures,
too. In the Americas, to take a very re
cent example, the Vikings established
short-lived settlements, but the genetic
contribution they might have made to
the local gene pool is unknown.

O

ur third major finding was that
the distribution of genes corre
lates surprisingly well with that

of languages. We concluded that, in cer
tain cases, a language or family of lan
guages can serve to identify a genetic
population. A striking example is pro
vided by the nearly 400 languages in
the Bantu family of central and south
ern Africa, which are related to one
another and correspond closely to trib
al boundaries and the genetic affilia
tions among tribes. The reason this

GENETIC DISTANCE

should be so had been advanced on lin
guistic grounds in the 1950s by Joseph
H. Greenberg of Stanford.
108
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Greenberg's hypothesis, which has
since won wide support, was that the
Bantu tongues are descended from one
POPULATIONS

tongue or a handful of closely related

LINGUISTIC FAMILIES
�------

dialects spoken by early farmers in

-----���---�

eastern Nigeria and Cameroon. As the
farmers expanded into

central and

southern Africa beginning at least 3,000
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One may object that complete sepa
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rations, such as those established when
a splinter group migrates to a new con
tinent, must be rare. But one does not
need oceans or mountain ranges to
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separate populations: simple distance

AUSTRALIAN

many species prove. Because migratory

will do the job, as genetic studies in
interchange is normally greater at short
distances, one expects and finds a high
er degree of genetic difference the far

Linguistic classification from Merritt Ruhlen, A GUIDE TO THE WORLD'S LANGUAGES

ther apart two subgroups are placed. It
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is just the same for languages. When

hair and skin, which vary from extreme

relation of genes and culture must be

there are no special barriers, both ge

light to dark . A situa1:ion not unlike that

sought in the two mechanisms of trans

netic and linguistic variations tend to

of Lapps applies for Ethiopians, a genet

mission: horizontal and vertical: Genes,

be continuous, and discontinuity tends

ic mixture of Africans and Caucasoids

always transmitted from parents to chil

to appear in both when there are some

from Arabia, with a predominance of

dren, describe a vertical path through

barriers to free intermigration.

the former.

the generations. Culture can also pass

Two kinds of exceptions should be

Even a modest trickle of genes can

vertically from generation to genera

noted to our rule of the correspon

produce great effects if it continues long

tion, but unlike genes, it can also be

dence between genes and languages:

enough. A classic example is that of Af

transmitted horizontally, between un

those in which there is a replacement

rican Americans, who today derive on

related individuals. High fashion, for

of language and those in which there is

average 30 percent of their gene pool

example, is generally transmitted from

a replacement of genes. The former oc

from people of European ancestry. This

Paris to the rest of the world every sea

curs when people give up their ances

is the mixture that would have resulted

son (although Italy now appears to be

tral language for a new one, perhaps

had 5 percent of all black unions been

taking the lead). In the modern world

that of immigrants, conquerors or

horizontal transmission is becom

a newly risen cultural elite. Such

ing

replacements do not always occur,

traditional societies are so called

however, and they are less likely

precisely because they retain their

when the new language derives

cultures-and usually their lan

increasingly

important.

But

from a different family. Basque is

guages-from one generation to

an extreme case of a relic lan

the next. Their predominantly ver

guage that has evidently survived

tical transmission of culture most

through thousands of years of

probably makes them much more

continuous linguistic turnover in

conservative.

neighboring regions.

Gene

and

language

replace

Gene replacement, usually par

ments are more than annoying ex

tial, occurs when one population

ceptions to our rule. Each excep

mixes with another. The mixing

tion operates according to rules

can be perfectly gradual, affecting

of its own, which should explain

the relative frequency of all genes

much about the evolution of popu

in like proportion. This gradualism

lations and languages and hence

sharply distinguishes genes from
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